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2.2 Tarski-Kripke frame with domains
A Tarski-Kripke frame with domains, a TK-frame with domains, is a triple G =
hW,R,Di where
W is a non-empty set,
R is a binary relation onW , the accessibility relation,
D is a function that associates to each w 2W a set Dw such that
Dw 6= /0 and if wRv than Dw ✓ Dv.
Dw is said to be the domain of w.
A TK-modelM = hW,R,D, Ii is given by a TK-frame with domains G plus a func-
tion I that together with every w 2W determines an interpretation Iw of the descrip-
tive symbols of the language. In particular,
Iw(Pn)✓ (Dw)n, Iw(c) 2 Dw and Iw( j) 2 Dw.
Definition 2.1. LetM = hW,R,D, Ii be a TK-model.M is said to be normal iff
(a) for all w 2W , Iw(=) = {hd,di : d 2 Dw}, and
(b) for all individual constants c, wRv implies Iw(c) = Iv(c).
WheneverM = hG , Ii,M is said to be based on G .
Assignments
For each w 2 W , a w-assignment is a function s : Var ! Dw. By s xBd , where
d 2Dw, we denote the assignment that agrees with s on all variables different from
x and that maps x to d. If s is a w-assignment, it is also a v-assignment in fact for
any v such that wRv, Dw ✓ Dv.
Interpretation of terms
Given a w-assignment s , we can interpret all terms of the language, by letting
Isw (c) = Iw(c) and Isw (x) = s(x).
Definition 2.2. The notion of a formula being satisfied by a w-assignment s at w in
a TK-modelM is defined so:
M |=sw Pn(t1, . . . , tn) iff hIsw (t1), . . . , Isw (tn)i 2 Iw(Pn)
M 6|=sw ?
M |=sw B!C iff M 6|=sw B orM |=sw C
M |=sw 8xB iff for all d 2 Dw,M |=s xBdw B
M |=sw 2B iff for all v such that wRv,M |=sv B.
Definition 2.3. LetM = hW,D, Ii and w 2W .
A formula B is true at w,M |=w B, iff for all w-assignments s ,M |=sw B.
A formula B is true onM ,M |= B, iff for all w 2W ,M |=w B.
A formula B is valid on a TK-frame G with domains, G |= B, iff for all TK-models
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M based on G ,M |= B.
A formula B is TK-valid iff for all TK-frames G with domains, G |= B.
M is a model for a set of sentences D iff for some w,M |=w D, for all D 2 D .
M is a model for a logic L iffM |= A, for all theorems A of L.
TK-valid formulas : not TK-valid formulas:
28xA!8x2A (CBF) 8x2A!28xA (BF)
9x2A!29xA (GF) 29xA!9x2A (CGF)
8xA! A[t/x] where t is a rigid term 8x2P(x)! P[ j/x] where j is a nonrigid
term
8y(8xA! A[y/x])
8xA!9xA
8x29y(x= y) (NE)
9x2(x= t)
